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A COMPARISON OF SOME MULTIVARIATE
PADI-APPROXIMANTS*

ANNIE A. M. CUYT"
Abstract. In [5] Levin defined general order Padr-type rational approximants of a function of n variables

(here referred to as "type L" approximants). In 1 we repeat briefly the defining equations and the
determinant representation for n 2. Levin proved that the Chisholm approximants were a special case of his
"type L" approximants.

The multivariate Padr-approximants (here referred to as "type C" approximants) were introduced in [1]
and [2]; we repeat the definition for n--2 in 2. They have several nice properties which often imply
numerical advantages; examples of such situations are given in [3] and [4].

In 3 we show that "type C" approximants are also a special case of the "type L" approximants. The
explicit determinant formulas are a link between the solution of the Pad approximation problem and the
irreducible rational form of the solution. Via the determinant representation we can also see that, in the case
of "type C" approximants, we deal with matrices that are near-Toeplitz. This is not true for the Chisholm
approximants. A theorem concerning the displacement-rank of the matrix of the homogeneous system,
defining the coefficients of the denominator of the "type C" approximant, is proved.

In 4 analogous results are formulated for n > 2.

1. General order Pad6-type rational approximants in two variables (or type L
approximants). We repeat some notations and definitions given by Levin.

Let N- (0, 1,2,... )._Given a subset D of Z we define"
(a) the complement D- Z2\ D,
(b) the (i,j)-translation of D as Dij- {(k,n)l(k+ i,n+j)D},
(c) the nonnegative part of D as D+ -D f3 N2.

To any subset D such that D+ is a finite set we associate polynomials

E bijxiyj with bj in R
(i,j)GD+

We call D the rank of the polynomials. Given the double power series

f(x,y)- E cijxiyj
i,j=O

we will choose three subsets N, D and E of Z2 and construct an [N/D]e approximation
to f(x,y) as follows:

(1.1a) P(x,y)- aixiy
(i,j)N+

(1.1b) Q(x,y)=
(i,j)D+

(1.1c) (f.Q-P)(x,y)= ]
(i,j)+

We select N, D and E such that
(a) D CN2 has rn elements, numbered

N numerator),

bijxiyj ( D ,-- denominator),

dijxiyj ( E ,- equations).

(il,Jl),’’’,(im,Jm),
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(b) NCE and H-EN has rn- elements in N2, numbered
(hz,k2 ),..., (hm,km) (H,-- homogeneous equations).

Then P(x,y) and Q(x,y), defined by (1.1c), are given by:

xi’yJ’Ni,j,(x,y) xi2yJ2Ni2J2(x,y) ximyJmNi,,dm(X,y)
Ch 2-- k -Jl Ch 2-- i2 ,k --J2 Ch 2-- ira, k 2--Jm

Ch3--il,ka--j! Ch3-i2,ka--J2 Ch 3--ira ka--Jm

Ch m-- i!, km-j Ch m-- i2, kin--j2 Ch m-- ira, km--Jm

where

and

i,j Nit

(1.1d) Q(x,y)-

xi!yj xi2yJ2 xi,,,yJm
Ch 2-- i! k2-Jl Ch2--i2,k2--J2 Ch 2- k2--Jm

Ch 3-- il k3--Ji Ch3--i2,k3-J2 Ch3--im,k3--Jm

Chm-i,km-j! Chm-i2,km-J2 Chm__im,km__Jm

2. Multivariate Pad6-approximants for a double power series (or type C approxi-
mants). We define a polynomial of degree in two variables as

E aijxiyj.
i+j=0

A term aux’yJ is said to be of degree i-+-j. The order 0P and the exact degree OP are
defined by

OoP-min{i+jla,y=/=O ) OP-max{i+jla,y:/=O )
In the Pad-approximation problem of order (l,m) we try to find a pair (P, Q) of
two-variable polynomials,

/m+l

(2.1a) P(x,y)- E aijxiyj,
+j= lm

lm+m
(2.1b) Q(x,y)- X bijxiyj,

i+j=lm

such that

(2.1c) (f.Q-P)(x,y)- E
i+j=lm+l+m+

Equation (2.1 c) is equivalent with

dijxiyj.

Oo(f.Q-P)>_lm+l+m+ l.
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A nontrivial Q(x,y), such that (2.1) is satisfied, always exists [2]. If the polynomials
R(x,y) and S(x,y) also satisfy (2.1), in other words if Oo(f.S-R)>_lm+l+m+ 1, too,
then

P(x,y). S(x,y)- Q(x,y).R(x,y).
This property justifies the following definitions:

(a) Let (P,/Q,)(x,y) be the irreducible form of (P/Q)(x,y) such that Q,(0,0)-
1; if this form exists we call it the multivariate Pad&approximant of order
(l,m) forf.

(b) If the irreducible form (P,/Q,)(x,y) is such that 00Q,_>l, then we call
P,/Q, the multivariate rational approximant of order (l,m) for f.

The (l, m)-multivariate rational approximant is unique up to a multiplicative constant
in numerator and denominator. For P,(x,y) and Q,(x,y) we define:

l’ OP, OoQ,, m’ OQ,- OoQ,.
We can prove that

l’<__l, m’<_m.

It is also easy to verify the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.1. For the irreducible form P,/Q, of P/Q where (P, Q) satisfies (2.1)

and for every polynomial R(x,y) -vs i..s--i
.i=ori y with s lm-)oQ, +min(l-l’,m-m’),

(P, R, Q, R) satisfies (2.1).
Also s= lm- 00Q, + min(/- l’,m- m’) is the highest possible degree that allows

the construction of a homogeneous polynomial R(x,y)-Z=orixiys-i such that (2.1) is
satisfied by (P,. R, Q,)-R. From now on the multivariate Pad6-approximant as well as
the multivariate rational approximant will be called type C approximants.

3. Connection between the two approaches. First of all we remark that for the case
of one variable the type-L approximant [5] as well as the type C approximant [1,2]
reduce to the well-known ordinary Pad-approximant. And the polynomials P(x,y)
and Q(x,y) satisfying (2.1) do also satisfy (1.1) when the sets N, D and E are chosen as
follows:

N= {(i,j)li,jN, lm<--i+j<-lm+l},
D= ( ( i,j) i,jN, lm<_i +j<_lm + m},
E= ((i,j)[i,jN, lm<--i+j<--lm+l+m}.

The set H=E\N has one element less than the set D, as required; but we could also
add to E the set {(i,j) i,j N, /j< lm}, since o( f" Q P) >- lm for all polynomials P
and Q as in (2.1a) and (2.1b). Doing so we do not impose more conditions on the
coefficients a ij. and bij; we write

Eext- ((i,j)li,jCN i+j<-lm+l+m}.
Let us now number the points in D and H, using a diagonal enumeration:

(a)

D-{(lm,O),____(lm-l,1),...,(O, Im),_ ,_(lm+l’O)"’"(O’lm+l)_, ,...,
first diagonal second diagonal

(lm/m,O),...,(O, lm/m)},
last diagonal
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(b)

H={!lm+l+ 1,0), (lm+l, 1),...,(O, lm+l+ 1),(lm+l+2,0),.., .,(O, lm+l+2),...,_
first diagonal second iagonal

(lm+ l+ m,O),. (O, lm+ l+ m) }.
last diagonal

When we write down the equations equivalent with condition (2.1 c), the set of homoge-
neous equations in the unknown bij. has a coefficient matrix which is exactly the matrix
in (1.1d) after removing the first row. From now on we will call this matrix G; it has
p (lm+l +2 ) ( lm++2 ) rOWS and one more columns than rows.

THEOREM 3.1. The rank of the matrix is at most p-(lm-3oQ, + min(/-/’,
m-re’)).

Proof. We only have to prove that the dimension of the null-space of , which is
the dimension of the space of solutions of the homogeneous system of equations, is at
least lm-3oQ, + min(/-l’,m-m’)+ 1; in other words that (2.1) admits solutions where
at least lm-3oQ, +min(l-l’,m-m’)+ of the bij. can be freely chosen. Precisely this
is formulated in Theorem 2.1.

The number s=lm-OoQ.+min(l-l’,m-m’) is one less than the number of
coefficients in a homogeneous polynomial of degree s in two variables, namely (s+l).
The number of coefficients in a homogeneous polynomial of degree s in n variables is
(s+n-). But first of all we are going to take a closer look at the matrix . for the type C
approximants when n= 2; in the next section we will treat the n-variable case with
n > 2. To examine the special structure of we introduce the following notation. For

n’im+m h v."Q(x,y) i+j=lm,,ij.tyJ we write

Bl

blm o

blm-’l,l
Blm+

blm+ 1,0

blm,l

bo,lm+

blm+ ,0

blm+m- 1,1

bo,lm+m

Equations (2.1 c) can now be written as

i+ ,lm nl,lm+

-II+ ,lm

,lm+m Blm

Blm+m

where Hi,j is a matrix with (i +j+ 1) rows and (j+ 1) columns and the first column
equal to the transpose of (Ci,oCi_l,l’’’Cl,i_lCo,iO’’" 0) and the next columns equal to
their previous column but with all the elements shifted down one place and a zero
added on top.
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To calculate the displacement ranka(%) of %, we have to construct the lower
shifted difference

hl,l

hp,p+l
hp_l, hp_l,p

hi, hi,p+

hp ,1

Now a()-rank(8)+ 2 [6]
THEOREM 32 The displacement-rank of the matrix }C is at most m+ 2.

Proof. Let us write down the matrix more explicitly"

ct+,o 0 0

Co,l+
0 c+ ,o

0 Cod+

Cl+m,0 0 0

Co,i+ 0

0 cl+ ,0

0 Co,l+

C1,0

CO,I
0

0

1,0

CO,l

CI+ --m,O

Co,l+
0

0

CI+ --m,O

CO,l+

In our case i has the structure (A A 2"’" A m-4-1 ), where A has ( p 1) rows
and lm columns, A has (p- 1) rows and (lm+ i) columns for i-2,...,m + 1, and only
the first column in A; with i>2 may contain nonzero elements; all the other elements in

% equal zero. So rank(%) -<m and this proves our theorem.
We will illustrate the theorems with some very simple examples. Consider f(x,y)=

+x/(O. 1-y)+sin(xy).
(a) Take l= m. The type C approximant is

+10x- 10-ly
1-10.1y

with l’- l-re’, b0Q,-0, s- and a()- 3.
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The matrix

0 0 10 0 0

96= 101 0 0 10 0
0 101 0 0 10
0 0 0 0 0

its rank is 3.
(b) Take 1=4 and m-2. The type C approximant is

+ 10x- 10y+xy- 10xy 2

1- 10y

with l’-3, m’- 1, OoQ,-0, s-9 and a()- 4.
The matrix

H Hz n3]= H4 Hs H6

where

H -105[/.,j+4], a 14 9 matrix,

H2- 104[i,j+3], a 14 10 matrix,

H 103[i,j+2], a 14 11 matrix,

H4- 106[i,j+5]---[i,j+3], a 15)<9 matrix,

H5- 105[i,j+4], a 15 10 matrix,

H6- 104[i,j+3], a 15 11 matrix,

0 0

101
0 0

_0 0

0 0

0 0
1000I

0 0

10I

0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1015

1014

0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0

where I is the k k unit-matrix. The rank of is 10.
(d) Consider f(x,y)-(xeX-yeY)/x-y and take l= 1-m. The determinant repre-

sentations yield

P(x,y)----1/2(x+y+O.5x2+ 1.5xy+O.5y2),
Q( x,y) 1/2(x +y-O.5x-O.5xy-O.5y ),

0
%- 0

0

and 8,: is the Kronecker symbol (here used in rectangular matrices). is a matrix of
rank 20.

(c) Take l= and rn 2. The type C approximant is

x- 1.01y+ 10y2 + 10x2- 20.2xy
x- 1.01y+ 10y2- 10.1xy + 2.01xy

with l’ 1, m’ 2, )oQ, 1, s= and a() 4. The matrix
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and indeed the type C approximant is

P(x,y) P.(x,y)
O(x,y) Q.(x,y)

with 0Q. and l’-- --m’. The matrix 9C has rank p (s-0) and a()= 3.

4. The multivariate case. Given the power series

f(x) X c,xk,
k--0

xk- k" and X,=0 X=0 "Y,.=0,wherex (x 1, -,x,)R", ck ek, ..k., Xf’X" X

the Pad6-approximation problem of order (l,m) is the following:
find

lm+l

(4.1a) P(x)= X aixi,

im+m

(4.1b) O(x)- E bx
’1 =tin

where a=a,..., and b=b...., [il=i +... +i, and [=j +... +j,, such that

(4.1c) o(f.Q-P)lm+l+m+
where 0 is again the degree of the first nonzero term.

After calculation of the nontrivial solution of (4.1) [2] we can proceed as in 2 and
define the multivariate Pad6-appromant of order (l, m) and the multivariate rational
approximant of order (l, m).

The integers l’ and m’ are defined as in the two-variable case and it is easy to
prove the following n-dimensional analogue of Theorem 2.1.

THeOreM 4.1. For the irreducible form P,/Q, of P/Q where (P, Q) satisfies (4.1)
and for eve polynomial R(x)-Zlil=rixi with s-lm-oQ, +min(l-l’,m-m’),
( P , R, Q, R) satisfies (4.1).

Let us again study the connection with the approach of Levin. Condition (4.1c)
results in (,+m+t+mtin+ Z+m ) equations: the first (,+t+t)t+t equations express the a as linear
combinations of the b and the remaining equations form an overdeterned homoge-
neous linear system in the unknown b [2]; there are

unknown coefficients bj.. The bj. can be found by solving a homogeneous subsystem of p
equations, having the rank of the overdetermined system.

Choose the sets N,D and H as follows:
N:{i:(i,,." .,in)liN n, lm<-[il<-lm+l};
D:(i:(i,...,in)liNn, lm<-lil<-lm+m};. select a particular b and let ch,)_,i be the coefficient of b in the kth equation of
the homogeneous subsystem we have to solve (k- 1,...,p),

H- {h(k)-(h(k),. .,h,,(k))lk--1,. .,p}.
We call the coefficient matrix of the homogeneous subsystem again . It is easy to

prove the following n-dimensional analogue of Theorem 3.1.
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THEOREM 4.2. The rank of the matrix OC is at most p_(S+n-1)+ 1 with s-lm-
00Q, + min(l- l’, m m’).

If we use an enumeration of the points in D and H, similar to the one described in
3, it is obvious that in the multivariate case C is also a matrix with low displacement
rank.

Acknowledgment. I want to express my sincere thanks to the referee for construc-
tive remarks.
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